Mucho
Bay Colt; Feb 12, 2016


1st dam
EXTENT, by Pulpit. Winner at 2, $35,740. Dam of 9 foals, 5 to race, 5 winners--
SIZE (f. by First Samurai). 3 wins at 3, $212,453, Iowa Oaks [G3] (PRM, $120,000), 2nd Jersey Girl S. (BEL, $20,000).

2nd dam
LIMIT, by Cox’s Ridge. 3 wins at 2 and 3, $84,483, Busanda S. [L] (AQU, $32,640), 3rd Busher Breeders’ Cup S. [G3], Half-sister to ARCHIPENKO ($2,401,963 (USA), Audemars Piguet Queen Elizabeth II Cup [G1], etc., sire), Liable ($235,071, 2nd A.P. Indy S. [L] (KEE, $14,300), etc.), Soar With Eagles ($34,057 (USA), 3rd U.A.E. Royal Whip S. [G2], sire), Dam of 6 winners--
CEASE (g. by War Chant). 6 wins, 4 to 6, $714,937, Maxxam Gold Cup H. [L] (HOU, $90,000), 2nd Hawthorne Gold Cup H. [G2] (HAW, $100,000), 3rd Woodward S. [G1] (SAR, $75,000), Hawthorne Gold Cup H. [G2] (HAW, $50,000), Elusive Quality S. (BEL, $10,000), Opening Verse S. (CD, $6,570).

3rd dam
BOUND, by Nijinsky II. 4 wins at 2 and 3, $339,744, Churchill Downs Budweiser Breeders’ Cup H. [L] (CD, $103,253), 2nd Alcibiades S. [G2], Louisville Budweiser Breeders’ Cup H. [G3], Thoroughbred Club of America S. [G3], Beaumont S. [L] (KEE, $14,920), 3rd Acorn S. [G1], Rampart H. [G2], Shirley Jones H. [G3], etc., Sister to NÚMERO ($301,793, Hempstead H.-G2, etc.), half-sister to NUREYEV ($42,522 (USA), Champion miler in France, 2nd hwt. at 2 on French Free Hand., Prix Thomas Bryon-G3, etc., Leading sire twice in France, Among the leading broodmare sires in U.S.), Fairy Bridge ($4,781 (USA), Hwt. filly at 2 on Irish Free Hand.). Dam of 9 winners--
ARCHIPENKO (c. by Kingmambo). 6 wins, 2 to 5 in IRE, UAE, ENG and HK, placed in 1 start at 4 in NA , $2,401,963 (USA), Audemars Piguet Queen Elizabeth II Cup [G1], Commercial Bank of Dubai Al Fahidi Fort [G2], Derrinstown Stud Derby Trial S. [G2], Plymouth Gin Summer Mile S.
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LIMIT (f. by Cox’s Ridge). Black type winner, see above.


TEND (g. by Dynaformer). 18 wins, 2 to 9, $584,907(USA), Senator Robert C. Byrd Memorial H. [L] (MNR, $50,575), Forego S. (TP, $28,830), Sam’s Town S. -R (DED, $30,000), 2nd King Corrie S. [L] (WO, $20,000(CAN)), Forego S. (TP, $9,300), etc. Set tre at Belterra Park, 1 1/8 miles in 1:53.18.

Might (f. by Arch). 2 wins in 4 starts at 3, $66,646. Dam of--


Apt (f. by A.P. Indy). Unplaced in 1 start. Dam of--

CARVE (g. by First Samurai). 7 wins, 3 to 5, placed at 8, 2018, $1,043,661, Prairie Meadows Cornhusker H. [G3] (PRM, $180,000), West Virginia Governor's S. [L] (MNR, $124,600), Fifth Season S. [L] (OP, $60,000), 2nd Oaklawn H. [G2] (OP, $120,000), Lone Star Park H. [G3] (LS, $38,000), etc.

SLOANE AVENUE (c. by Candy Ride (ARG)). 3 wins at 3 in ENG, placed in 2 starts at 4 in UAE, $291,479 (USA), Cash Out On The Bexaq App/E.B.F. Stallions Hyde S., 2nd Meydan Sobha Godolphin Mile [G2].


Gonna (f. by Military). 3 wins at 2 and 4, $32,135. Dam of--

High Providence (r. by Wrote (IRE)). Winner at 2, $25,036, 2nd Sunday Silence S. (LAD, $12,000).


Sakura Fubuki (f. by Forty Niner). Winner at 2 and 3, $38,410. Dam of--

ASIAN WINDS (JPN) (f. by =Fuji Kiseki (JPN)). 6 wins in 11 starts, 2 to 4 in JPN, $2,046,906 (USA), Sankei Sports Hai Hanshin Himba S. [G2], Victoria Mile. Producer.


Follow (f. by Seeking the Gold). Winner at 2 in IRE, $23,584 (USA). Dam of--

Saara (f. by Ghostzapper). Winner at 2 in BRZ, $6,803 (USA). Dam of--

Hassan (BRZ) (c. by Forestry). Winner at 2 in BRZ, 3rd Grande Premio Presidente José de Souza Queiroz [G2], Grande Premio Doutor Enio Buffolo [G3].

Laability (c. by Mr. Prospector). 3 wins, 3 to 5, $79,211. Sire.

Quarry (c. by Forty Niner). 3 wins at 4 and 5, $33,080. Sire.

Septimus Severus (c. by Seeking the Gold). Winner at 3 in IRE, $14,104 (USA).

Pent (f. by Mr. Prospector). Unraced. Dam of--

PENTAGONAL (c. by Dynaformer). 5 wins, 3 to 5 in ENG and UAE, $138,316 (USA), Jebel Ali S. Elegant as Always (f. by Nashwan). Unplaced in 2 starts in IRE. Dam of--

=I Love Her (IRE) (f. by Sadler's Wells). Unraced in Ireland. Dam of--

=Pacific Spirit (SAF) (g. by Sail From Seattle). 3 wins at 2 and 3 in SAF, $17,721 (USA), 2nd Sun International Summer Juvenile S.


Elegant Supermodel (GER) (f. by =Lope de Vega (IRE)). 2 wins in 2 starts at 2 in FR, placed, 2 to 4 in ENG and NA, $70,474 (USA), 2nd Stormy Blues S. [L] (PIM, $20,000), 3rd Albany S. [G3].

4th dam
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SPECIAL, by *Forli. Unplaced in 1 start. Sister to THATCH ($89,791 (USA), Champion 2-year-old in Ireland, Champion miler in England, Sussex S.-G1, etc., Leading broodmare sire in England), LISADELL ($30,267 (USA), Coronation S.-G2, etc.), half-sister to KING PELLINORE ($631,605 (USA), Champions Invitational H.-G1, etc., sire), ESPADRILLE ($63,228, Busanda S., etc.), Dusky Boots ($65,747, 2nd Storm Cat S. (MED, $7,820), etc., sire), Marinsky ($17,372 (USA), 2nd July Cup-G2, etc.), Stratford (3rd Land of Burns S., sire). Dam of 6 winners, including--

NUREYEV (c. by Northern Dancer). Winner in 2 starts at 2 and 3 in FR, $42,522 (USA), Champion miler in France, 2nd hwt. at 2 on French Free Hand., Prix Thomas Bryon-G3, Prix Djebel. Leading sire twice in France, Among the leading broodmare sires in U.S..

Fairy Bridge (f. by Bold Reason). 2 wins in 2 starts at 2 in IRE, Hwt. filly at 2 on Irish Free Hand.

SADLER'S WELLS (c. by Northern Dancer). 6 wins in 9 starts, 2 to 3 in ENG and IRE, placed in 2 starts at 3 in FR, $713,690 (USA), Champion miler in France, 2nd hwt. at 3 on French Free Hand., 2nd hwt. at 2 on Irish Free Hand., Airlie Coolmore Irish Two Thousand Guineas-G1, Coral Eclipse S.-G1, Phoenix Champion S.-G1, Panasonic Beresford S.-G2, Derrinstown Stud Derby Trial S.-G2, etc. Leading sire 22 times in England, France and Ireland, Leading broodmare sire 24 times in England, France, Ireland, Slovakia, Spain and N.A..


PUPPET DANCE (f. by Northern Dancer). 2 wins at 2 in FR, $67,465 (USA), Prix Soya, 3rd Prix Eclipse [G3], Prix Impudence, 4th Prix Robert Papin [G2], Criterium de Maisons-Laffitte [G2], etc.

Fairy Dancer (f. by Nijinsky II). Winner in 2 starts at 2 in IRE, 3rd Pegasus Stud One Thousand Guineas Trial S.

BOUND (f. by Nijinsky II). Black type winner, see above.


NUMEROUS (c. by Mr. Prospector). 4 wins, 2 to 4, $255,348, Derby Trial S. [G3], 2nd Bradbury S. -R (SA, $15,000), 3rd Malibu S. [G2]. Sire.

JADE ROBBERY (c. by Mr. Prospector). 2 wins at 2 in FR, $246,845 (USA), CIGA Grand Criterium [G1], Prix du Haras de la Huderie, 2nd Prix La Rochette [G3], Prix Yacowlef, 3rd Prix de Fontainebleau [G3]. Among the leading sires 4 times in Japan.

CHEQUER (c. by Mr. Prospector). 4 wins at 2 and 4 in FR and NA, $180,545 (USA), William P. Kyne H. [G3], 2nd Harry F. 'Bud' Brubaker H. -R (DMR, $14,000), 3rd Criterium de Maisons-Laffitte [G2], Prix Matchem. Sire.

Add (f. by Spectacular Bid). 4 wins at 3 and 4, $84,762, 3rd Mademoiselle S. (PHA, $4,340). Kilavea (f. by *Hawaii). Winner in 1 start at 2 in ENG.

KILINISKI (IRE) (f. by Niniski). Winner at 3 in ENG, placed at 3 in ITY, $60,433 (USA), Marley Roof Tile Oaks Trial S. [G3], 2nd Yorkshire Oaks [G1], 4th Gold Seal Epsom Oaks [G1], Gran Premio del Jockey Club e Coppa d'Oro [G1].

Durrah (f. by Nijinsky II). Winner at 2 in FR, $15,712 (USA).


RACE RECORD for Mucho: At 2, 2018, one win, once 2nd in 2 starts. Earned $61,750.